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This presentation is for informational purposes only. INTEL MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS SUMMARY.

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and 
MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to 
vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when 
combined with other products. For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks. Benchmark results were obtained 
prior to implementation of recent software patches and firmware updates intended to address exploits referred to as “Spectre” and “Meltdown”. Implementation of these updates 
may make these results inapplicable to your device or system.

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on 
system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com.

Intel, the Intel logo, Intel. Experience What’s Inside, and the Intel. Experience What’s Inside logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Copyright © 2018, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Agenda

 What is an internal Cloud Broker

 Why you need an internal  Cloud Broker

 Evaluating the differences between cloud providers

 Workload Placement

 How to sell your Cloud Broker service
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Intel’s Internal Cloud Broker
Functions of Intel’s Internal Cloud Broker

 Requirements gathering

– Meet with the internal Intel business units to gather requirements for hosting their 
workload/applications

 Cloud vendor management and roadmaps

– Work with and manage public cloud vendors, and in conjunction with our finance,  procurement 
and security teams, during contract negotiations and security and privacy reviews of public 
cloud providers

– Work with both internal and external cloud providers to influence roadmaps

– Work with internal cloud teams to strategize new features and services based on public cloud 
trends

 Consulting and solution design

– Provide cloud subject matter expertise in security/privacy/regulatory, cloud capabilities and 
services across public and private cloud
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Intel’s Internal Cloud Broker
Functions of Intel’s Internal Cloud Broker 
 Workload Placement

– Based on the Intel business unit requirements, help business groups select the on-prem or public cloud for their 
workloads

– Onboarding and account management

 Consolidated billing/PO, secured account creation & management 

– Internal Cloud Brokers work closely with Intel procurement, information security and privacy teams to centrally 
mange all Intel’s public cloud accounts

 Workload analytics and cost optimization

– Utilize internal tools and procurement options to reduce unnecessary costs across on-prem an public cloud 

– Optimize cost on public cloud by setting up enterprise discount programs, reserved capacity purchasing, utilizing 
low priority/spot instance, workload optimization and clean-up of unused resources

 Cloud tools management:

– Cloud Brokers own and manage cloud management tools to manage cloud assets, inventories, cost, accounts and 
cloud security 
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Why Companies Need Internal Cloud Brokers
 Cloud expertise

– Knowledge: It’s a challenge for each business unit to keep up-to-date with new 
services and capabilities of on-prem, hybrid and public cloud

– Cost: We find that typical business units are not familiar with costs associated with 
cloud or how to optimize to their workloads on the cloud

– Security & Privacy: It’s a challenge for business units to properly secure their cloud 
workloads on cloud

 Business partner

– An internal Cloud Broker can work as an business partner and have a seat on the 
table for large strategic investments to advise business units to help them understand 
cloud capabilities and services and assist them in placing their workloads with the 
optimal, secure cloud provider whether that on-prem public or on a hybrid cloud
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Evaluating the Differences Between Cloud Providers
 Security Review (In conjunction with Information Security and Privacy teams)

– Perform risk analysis and vetting of cloud providers

– Help business group with security and privacy compliance, assurance, governance

 Services and capabilities review:

– Help business group select the right cloud based on unique service offerings with 
on-prem or public cloud provider

– Regional availability (unique services offered by region?)

 Cost Analysis

– On-prem and public cloud have different cost models 
• Understanding the differences can help with selecting the right workload 

placement  as well as optimized cost and investment for business units
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Workload Consideration for Public Cloud 
Placement
 Security (security requirements)

– AD, SSO, Encryption in transit and at rest, compliance, regulatory, data sovereignty, 
ease of integration etc.

 Privacy 

 Data affinity/data gravity (where does most of the data interaction happen?)

– End-to-end latency

 Workload stability (stable or spiking workload) and HA/DR requirements

 Cost
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Considerations Cloud Selection
 Intel uses internally developed tools like Application Rationalization and Decision Matrix Framework 

tools to help guide “right workload to the right place”

 Difficulty matching like-for-like VM instance types between cloud providers

– Different vendors use different methods to define VM configuration
• Virtual cores vs Physical cores

– Even the definition of virtual CPU differs by cloud providers
• RAM and storage configuration on an similar instance types maybe hugely different

 Difficulty in comparing VM performance even with similar CPU specification within same provider, let 
alone with different providers

 Once workload is placed at a cloud provider it will likely stay there 

– Exceptions: Workloads using open source containers could potentially be moved across 
providers as long as they are not dependent on native cloud provider dependent services
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How to sell your Cloud Broker service

 Security Consultation (proactive and reactive)
– Engage directly with the business unit in the event of a security incident 

either proactively or reactively

 Cost Optimization
– Proactively analyze the  business unit workloads for optimization and 

costs savings opportunities
– Actively drive enterprise cost savings on the cloud 

 Training 
– Arrange vendor trainings on new services and features of public cloud 

providers
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Skill Name Skill Description

Application/Technology Integration

Experts in application and technology integration. They will develop solutions that address all 
combinations of cloud and on-premise data and application requirements. Application Sizing 
experience: how big of an environment does an application require and how to work with 
developer to make sure they design for scalability. This also includes all configuration tasks such as 
provisioning of infrastructure, configuration of compute, network and storage and integration with 
other cloud and enterprise capabilities.

Automation / Scripting

Strong working knowledge of CLI and scripting of adminstration tasks using tools such as 
PowerShell, Ruby, Perl, etc... to support scripting of application workflow, integration and 
deployment tasks to increase velocity of application landings.

Cloud Architecture & Principles

Deep working knowledge of the cloud service models: Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform 
as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) and serveless architectures. Must be proficient 
in Cloud deployments models (Hybrid Cloud, Private Cloud, Public Cloud) and the criteria on when 
to select one deployment model or another for a given application.

Cloud Aware Application Design/Architecture

Ability to instruct developers on how to build cloud aware applications. Deep working knowledge 
of concepts like eventual consistency and stateless application development. In addition, they 
must be able to assist application developers in determining where to abstract layers and consume 
different resources available from other Cloud Service Providers. Must be proficient application 
performance management to ensure end to end application health and understand how to design 
for security, authentication, and authorization. Lastly, they must understand 2 Tier / 3 Tier 
application design and know the difference and requirements of each.

Cloud Services Aggregation

Assist the application development team in selecting the appropriate cloud service model (IaaS, 
PaaS, SaaS etc) and selecting the cloud/hosting provider that best suits their needs best on 
customer requirements and cost. Cloud Brokers then "broker" the relationship with the 
cloud/hosting provider.
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		Database		Strong working knowledge of database configuration and deployment of both relational and nosql varieties. Databases will be deployed through new distribution models PaaS, RDS/DbaaS, etc…

		Governance		Strong working knowledge of all Intel policies and procedures that apply to hosting applications in the Cloud. This includes Legal, Privacy, Compliance and other Regulatory requirements.

		Hypervisor / OS		Strong working knowledge of both Windows and Linux Operating Systems. They must be proficient in OS installation and troubleshooting as it pertains to applications. 

		Network		Strong working knowledge of Cloud networks (segmentation) and be able to configure application specific network settings. Deep working knowledge of subnetting, DNS, IP addressing, etc.

		Requirements Management / Elicitation		Proficient in the requirements management discipline. Will analyze requirements, collect feedback, and negotiate changes with the customer. Will ensure complete and correct functional requirements are gathered, analyzed and documented before the integration process begins. Responsible for requirements management for the duration of the customer engagement.

		Stakeholder Management		Determines stakeholders’ information and communication needs (who needs what, when, how, and delivered by whom); ensures needed information is available to stakeholders in a timely manner; implements the communications management plan.

		Storage		Strong working knowledge of how to configure of cloud storage devices including block, object, cold storage options as well as data ingestion and ecxport strategies.

		Vendor Management		Research and source vendors, integrate vendor product/s, manage relationships, evalutate performance and  drive excellence and enhancement 
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